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NEW QUESTION: 1
A client sends a required SOAP header in a SOAP message. The
server-side process determines that information in the header
is invalid and generates a SOAP fault. What is the appropriate
fault code for this type of SOAP fault? (Choose one)
A. MustUnderstand
B. VersionMismatch
C. Client
D. HeaderError

E. InvalidHeader
F. Server
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization created an Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon
EFS) volume with a file system ID of fs-85baf1fc, and it is
actively used by 10 Amazon EC2 hosts.
The organization has become concerned that the file system is
not encrypted.
How can this be resolved?
A. Enable encryption on each hosts connection to the Amazon EFS
volume Each connection must be recreated for encryption to take
effect
B. Enable encryption on each host's local drive Restart each
host to encrypt the drive
C. Enable encryption on a newly created volume and copy all
data from the original volume Reconnect each host to the new
volume
D. Enable encryption on the existing EFS volume by using the
AWS Command Line Interface
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/encryption.html
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/encryptdata-efs/

NEW QUESTION: 3
For CloudIVS3000, which criteria can be used to search for
vehicles? (Choose all that apply.)
A. License plate
B. Vehicle color
C. Plate type
D. Vehicle type
E. Plate color
Answer: A,B,C,D,E
Explanation:
Reference:
https://support.huawei.com/enterprise/br/doc/EDOC1100123467

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are the administrator for Alpha Corp. You have logged into
your R80 Management server. You are making some changes in the
Rule Base and notice that rule No.6 has a pencil icon next to
it.

What does this mean?
A. The rule No.6 has
Management session.
B. The rule No.6 has
Management session.
C. The rule No.6 has
Management session.
D. The rule No.6 has
session.
Answer: D

been marked for editing in another
been marked for deletion in your
been marked for deletion in another
been marked for editing in your Management
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